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We like door hangers for organizing. Door hangers are one of the most versatile tools when you may have
only 90 minutes in your week to volunteer. The best ones get stuck to people's refrigerators with a magnet.
With no limit on the information that they can convey. From an up coming community meeting on a serious
issue to a thank you note. Here are some examples.
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Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday nights are the best nights for most families to get out of house for an hour
or two.
There are two basic reasons to organize.
1. Share information.
2. To find like minded people.
Social media has many limitations. One being that not every one has the same information. Another is
connections 100 + miles away are no direct help in your neighborhood.
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If you have ever put up lost dog posters or had a yard sale, you can organize where you live. The beginning
mechanics or about the same. The purpose and reason is different. We have training and support to help you
with the follow through.
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If you have some skills with woodworking in the garage, door hangers are simple to print and cut out using
heavy card stock by the stack. Go to https://thes2project.com/contact to ask for a variety of methods to make
templates & jigs for the bandsaw and drill press.

Blank door hangers can also be found online and from a local printer for home publishing using a desktop
printer.
Other reasons we like door hangers;
• They fit in glove boxes and back pockets.
• They get people coming to you.
• Door hangers can be repeated over and over in the same area with different bits of information.
• Simple or highly creative. The content is up to you.
• Getting them out in a small area takes little time.
• It's a tasks kids of about 10 and up can help with when supervised. Adds to life experience.
• Fresh air. Stretching you legs on your home turf. Detox from the digital world of TV and computer
screens for a while.
• Meeting new people and reconnecting with old neighborhood friends.

